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Abstract 
A large number of studies have found that the ambient temperature shows its 
inadvertent impact on human’s mind and behaviors. There is a reason to be-
lieve that risk decision-making, a human advanced cognitive function, will 
also be affected by the temperature and lead to judgment bias. In this study, 
the relationship between ambient temperature and risk taking was discussed 
by manipulating ambient temperature in the laboratory. Participants were in-
structed to complete the risk taking test (the Balloon Analogue Risk Task, 
BART) on the computer in three different ambient temperature environments 
(Hot/Cold/Comfortable). Results indicate that: when ambient temperature is 
high, the individual will pursue high-risk and high-yield options, and when 
the ambient temperature is low, the individual tends to be conservative facing 
risk options. 
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1. Introduction 

Temperature has a clear physiological impact on human beings. Different tem-
peratures will bring different feelings: one will feel anxious during the hot 
weather, and become shivering when it’s cold. The concept of “cold” or “hot” 
can not only be used to describe the temperature, but also often used to describe 
the person’s mental activities or behaviors. Linguists have found that people of-
ten use temperature phrases to compare to the inner world of mind. From the 
point of view of decision-making, we will call people make a choice under the 
careful thought to be “keep cool”. For a choice without any consideration we 
usually call it “hot-headed”. This “cold” and “hot” here does not mean that the 
individual has an objectively cold and hot feeling, but by using the “cold” and 
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“hot” temperature words to express whether or not it is thoughtful while making 
a choice. Obviously, the temperature of human beings not only has a physiolog-
ical impact, but also does its effect on human mental function. 

The effect of temperature is ubiquitous for human beings, but until recently 
the psychological effects of temperature began to lead to more and more re-
search and discussion. In many areas there are “temperature effects”, including 
social interaction, consumer behavior, individual’s cognitive performance and so 
on. The “temperature effect” is that physically cold or warm objects prime con-
cepts and behavioral tendencies associated with psychological coldness or 
warmth (Kang et al., 2011). The study of the “temperature effect” of social beha-
vior is extensive and in-depth, mainly based on the consistency and compensa-
tory hypothesis of metaphor. That is, the physical temperature is a projection to 
the social emotions, and there is a covariant or compensatory relationship be-
tween them. The most famous example is Williams and Bargh (2008) study. Its 
results found that physical warmth will promote the warmth of interpersonal re-
lationships. In the experiment, participants holding hot coffee were more likely 
to be a stranger than a researcher who held ice coffee. People who held a hot 
water bottle were more willing to pick a gift for a friend than for themselves. IJ-
zerman and Semin (2010) designed two experiments to verify the effect of tem-
perature experience on social intimacy. 33 subjects were randomly assigned to 
touch the cold water or hot water, and then evaluate their intimate relationship 
with others, and found that individuals holding hot water in the Inclusion of 
Other in Self Scale score higher. In another experiment, when the subjects and 
others in the laboratory to sit closer, the subjective feeling of the room tempera-
ture is higher. Researchers have found that drinkers who drink cold drinks are 
more likely to watch love movies with warmth and eroticism (Hong & Sun, 
2012). In the field of consumers’ decision, there are some studies to explore the 
impact of ambient temperature on individual economic behavior. For example, 
Huang et al. (2014) have shown that warm ambient temperatures can make 
consumers more willing to refer to others’ opinions as a basis for choosing con-
sumer products, forecasting stock prices and gambling in horse racing. Warmth 
increases the intimacy of the participants to other decision makers, making them 
more inclined to think that the views of other decision makers are correct and 
improve compliance with the group. Researchers Zwebner et al. (2013) found 
that warm temperatures have a premium effect. The physical warmth primes the 
warmth of the mood, and then promotes a positive response, and ultimately im-
proves the evaluation of the product. There are also many “temperature effects” 
findings in the most intimate fields associated with decision-making cognition. 
These were researcher staling a survey of company facilities in different coun-
tries, which found that warmth, instead of cold, can promote the productivity of 
employees (Van De Vliert & Van Yperen, 1996). It has also been found that the 
memory performance at 72˚F (about 22.2˚C) reaches the pinnacle (Allen & 
Fischer, 1978), and the individual works best at 68˚F (20˚C), although the most 
comfortable temperature reported was 80˚F (about 26.7˚C). Hancock et al. 
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(2007) studied 291 papers on the effects of temperature on behavioral perfor-
mance through Meta-Analysis. Analyses confirmed a substantial negative effect 
on performance associated with thermal stressors. The overall effect size for heat 
was comparable to that for cold. Cognitive performance was least affected by 
thermal stressors, whereas both psychomotor and perceptual task performance 
were degraded to a greater degree. 

Although these is rare research focusing on “temperature effect” in the field of 
behavioral decision-making, but there are some evidence that temperature how 
to affect people’s judgments and selection. Cao and Wei (2005) studied the rela-
tionship between temperature and stock returns through a large number of his-
torical data. As a result, the net income of assets was increased when the tem-
perature was low, and the net return on assets was reduced when the tempera-
ture was high. The explanation is: extremely hot and very cold weather will in-
crease people’s aggression tendency, but extremely hot weather will increase 
people’s sense of coldness in addition. Because the tendency to attack tends to 
lead to risk appetite for decision making, the net return on assets will be higher; 
and indifference reduces risk appetite, resulting in lower net asset returns. Por-
celli & Delgado (2009) found that the stress environment adjusted the tendency 
to taking risks, and this pressure environment and temperature are inseparable. 
The participants were asked to put their hands in a cold pressure task at 4˚C and 
2˚C for 2 minutes, followed by operational tests and economic decisions (under 
loss and benefit scene). The high pressure group (low temperature group) Par-
ticipants are more conservative in the benefit scene, and more risky in the loss 
scene. The study of Cheema and Patrick (2012) on consumer decision-making 
shows that, the warm environment undermines the performance of the individ-
ual in complex tasks compared to cold temperature conditions, due to the in-
crease in temperature that causes the resource depletion, Making the individual 
more dependent on the system 1 (intuition) to make judgments. It suggests that 
heat load can impair the performance of complex cognitive tasks rather than 
over-learning or automating tasks (Hancock, 1986) or relatively simple and less 
demanding tasks (Grether, 1973). There are also some studies have confirmed 
that the temperature effect only appear on the cognitive-demanding task, but for 
the simple task has no such effect (Hancock & Vasmatzidis, 2003; Sellaro, Hom-
mel, Manaï, & Colzato, 2015). While the cold environment of the individual does 
not lose the cognitive resources, the individual choice is more inclined to the 
system 2 (reason). In addition, the study also found that either in the warm or 
resource loss conditions, people thought innovative radio of pencil shape meant 
higher risk in complex tasks, therefore, they more inclined to choose the tradi-
tional radio. These studies suggest that temperature also affects individual risk 
preference and risk perception, but there is no clear evidence of the impact of 
risk decision behavior. 

In order to compensate for the “temperature effect” gap in the decision-mak- 
ing field, this study will explore the effect of temperature on individual judgment 
through experimental research, using complex risk task Balloon Analogue Risk 
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Task (BART). This study assumes that the ambient temperature will significantly 
affect the risk of decision making: the individual will be more conservative when 
feeling cold; on the contrary, the higher the ambient temperature, the more in-
clined to seek the risk. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Participants 

Seventy-one participants provided written consent to the temperature laboratory 
experiment and received financial compensation for their participation. Partici-
pants randomly selected into “hot”, “comfortable” and “cold” group by comput-
er, including 25 participants in “hot” condition 31 participants in the “comfort” 
condition and 24 participants in “cold” condition. They are 37 males and 44 fe-
males with an average age of 21.56 (SD = 1.483). 

2.2. Procedures 

After experiment preparation is complete, the participants are asked to complete 
the control questionnaire. And then instruct each group into the pre-set temper-
ature of the laboratory. The participants completed the E-prime experiment 
program on the computers through the computer, including the Positive and 
Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). 
Emotional scale and risk decision-making tasks using a balanced experiment de-
sign. After the experiment is completed, participants were asked to fill some re-
levant demographic information. During the course of the experiment, the sub-
ject feeling of ambient temperature (heat or cold) was questioned (seven points), 
and the participants were given a small amount money as reward. 

2.3. Materials 

Ambient Temperature According to Zhu et al. (2004) on the study of human 
thermal comfort zone, the Chinese students’ population reached 90% satisfac-
tion in the summer heat comfort zone of 23˚C to 26.5˚C. Considering the expe-
rimental ethics and outdoor temperature, the ambient temperature is set to 22˚C 
for cold (low ambient temperature), 26˚C for comfort (suitable ambient temper-
ature), and 32˚C for hot (high ambient temperature). In the formal experiment, 
the outdoor temperature was 26˚C, and the laboratory temperature was adjusted 
to 32˚C (experimental condition 1) by laboratory heating equipment, 26˚C (ex-
perimental condition 2) with opening windows, and 22˚C (experimental condi-
tion 3) with air conditioners. During the formal experiment, the temperature 
was kept as preset. Participants in the course of the experiment need to report 
the subjective feelings of ambient temperature, using seven points score, 4 points 
for the comfort, the higher the score that participants feel more hot, the lower 
the score that participants feel the more cold. 

1) Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). It’s a new task developed by re-
searcher Lejuez et al. (2002) that are closer to human’s risk decisions in real life. 
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In this task, the computer screen will present a simulated balloon, the partici-
pants need to press the button to gradually blow the balloon, each time the bal-
loon will have a certain income, but also the risk of balloon blasting, the greater 
the balloon, the more likely to get the proceeds Big, but the balloon is blown the 
higher the risk. If the balloon was blasted, the balloon’s income is zero. Each 
balloon can blow up to 128 times, and participants can choose to stop blowing 
the balloon at any time to gain the current benefits. This task requires the par-
ticipants to decide whether to continue to take risks or stop the adventure to ob-
tain a certain benefit. BART test will run 30 times. The BART value is the aver-
age inflated number of each balloon (except the blast balloon), i.e. BART value = 
total cumulative inflatable number/unburned balloon number. The larger the 
BART value indicates the individual’s greater preference of risk taking. 

2) Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) PANAS used in this study 
is the version translated into Chinese and revised by researchers Qiu et al. 
(2008). The scale includes nine positive emotions and negative emotional expe-
rience descriptors, requiring the participants to report the emotional experience 
last week in the 5-point scale (1 = very slight or no, 5 = very strong). 

3) Controlled Variables Including impulse control entries, adventure perso-
nality entries. Impulse control entries included six entries from the Barratt Im-
pulsiveness Seale (BIS-11) Chinese version of the questionnaire, used to assess 
the individual's impulsive personality traits. It is divided into three dimensions: 
motion impulses, cognitive impulsivity and unplanned impulses. Two entries are 
extracted from each dimension. The risky personality includes 13 entries, which 
is composed of “Dare” factor in the 16PF scale. 

3. Results 

1) Correlation Analysis There was no significant correlation between the three 
environmental temperatures and the demographic characteristics of the subjects, 
but correlated with their risk-seeking level. The subjective temperature feeling 
and the objective ambient temperature were related. Different ambient temper-
ature and dependent variables BART (r = 0.264, p < 0.05) were significantly cor-
related. It is obvious that the correlation between different ambient temperature 
and the risk-seeking level of the subject is obvious and positive correlation. It is 
worth noting that there is no significant correlation between ambient tempera-
ture and positive and negative emotions (p > 0.05), indicating that different 
temperature environments did not significantly affect the mood of the subjects 
(see Table 1). 

2) Manipulation Check Under different environmental conditions, the subjec-
tive feeling of preset temperature was significant (M1 = 5.70 M2 = 4.18 M3 = 
2.96), and the difference was significant (p = 0.000 < 0.01). Indicating that the 
subject is really subjective feel hot/comfortable/cold, which verified that the ex-
perimental manipulation is effective. In addition, there were no significant dif-
ference in sex and age between different groups (p > 0.05) and no significant 
gender and age difference in BART (p > 0.05). 
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Table 1. Correlation. 

 M σ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Ambient  
Temperature 

1.980 0.790         

2. Temperature  
Perception 

4.233 1.239 0.866**        

3. Hscore 4.230 1.989 −0.012 0.058       

4. BISsocre 10.270 2.720 0.218 0.296 −0.178      

5. PA 25.690 10.322 −0.169 −0.166 0.150 −0.049     

6. NA 15.130 6.993 −0.133 −0.119 −0.144 0.101 0.487**    

7. Gender 1.670 0.474 −0.156 −0.270* −0.141 0.129 0.125 0.150   

8. Age 21.560 1.483 0.023 0.033 −0.002 −0.199 −0.051 −0.066 −0.249*  

9. BART 65.147 21.639 0.264* 0.207 −0.076 −0.058 −0.124 −0.153 −0.210 0.173 

 
3) Variance Analysis After controlling the risky personality, impulses and 

emotions, study analyzed the variance of the risk indicators under different con-
ditions. BART indicator reflects the tendency of the individual to blow more or 
less facing potentially explosion of the balloon, which can well represent the in-
dividual's willingness to take risks that may be completely lost to achieve higher 
returns. The results showed that the dependent variable BART (p = 0.033 < 0.05) 
reached a significant level after controlling irrelevant variable above. This shows 
that a significant difference was found in the risk preference under different am-
bient temperature conditions. “Hot” group (MBART = 75.00) prefer high return 
with high risk than the “comfort” group (MBART = 68.01), while the “cold” 
group (MBART = 50.99) preferred to take conservative strategies compared with 
“comfort” group. It can therefore be argued that individuals in a higher temper-
ature environment are more likely to take risky behavior in order to obtain more 
benefits while in a lower temperature environment, individuals will subcons-
ciously make a conservative choice in order to avoid the unknown risk. It is in-
teresting to note that there was no significant difference in the total gains of the 
subjects under various experimental conditions through all trials (p > 0.05), in-
dicating that the higher/lower risk preference of the subjects was not due to rea-
son to achieve higher returns, which illustrate their risk preference is irrational. 

4. Discussion 

How does temperature affect risk decisions? The study found that emotions do 
not have a significant impact, so there may be two other psychological mechan-
isms: 

4.1. Resource Depletion 

The perspective of resource depletion is based on individual cognitive ability is 
limited, the level of environmental temperature directly affect how much mental 
resources can be used. 
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First, it is related to the direct effect of ambient temperature on the physical 
body. The human body’s normal temperature is 95˚F - 106˚F (about 35˚C - 
41˚C), the body is less tolerant of heat, but has a strong tolerance for cold 
(Hammel & Pierce, 1968). Seppänen et al. (2006) found that the cognitive per-
formance of the individual reached its highest point at 72˚F (about 22.2˚C) and 
continued to decline after more than 75˚F (about 23.9˚C). 

The higher temperature will weaken the cognitive performance because the 
thermal load triggers the Resource Depletion, thus weakening the cognitive per-
formance of the task. Hancock (1986) found that thermal stress consumes men-
tal resources and significantly reduces the performance of individuals in cogni-
tive tasks. Hancock (1989) argues that temperature is hindered cognitive per-
formance by exhausting attention. Hancock interprets the mechanism with the 
Maximal Adaptability Model, which assumes that heat has a detrimental effect 
on cognitive performance and is achieved through competition or even deple-
tion of attention resources. Sellaro and other researchers (2015) also found that 
the individual subjective perception of the preferred temperature is better than 
the ambient temperature to predict the loss of working memory, and that the 
main effect of ambient temperature is not significant may be because the tem-
perature setting range is narrow. Cheema and Patrick (2012), from the point of 
view of complex tasks, have also confirmed that temperature can cause resource 
depletion. 

Individual cognitive judgment mainly depends on the system (system 1 or 
system 2), but also has a significant impact on the risk tendency. While higher 
temperatures can exacerbate mental resources, and the extent of resource deple-
tion (especially working memory resources) is closely related to which system is 
primarily dependent on individual decisions (Cheema & Patrick, 2012; Evans & 
Stanovich, 2013). System 1 is more dependent on intuition, parallel processing 
and processing faster, do not take up or take up very little psychological re-
sources; system 2 more dependent on rational, serial processing and processing 
speed is slow, take up a large number of psychological resources. Especially 
when it comes to working memory, System 1 requires very little working mem-
ory, while System 2 requires a certain amount of working memory (Evans & 
Stanovich, 2013). When the system 1 is very strong or psychological resource of 
the decision maker is exhausted, the individual is difficult to analyze in depth, 
making it difficult for the system 2 to check out the error of the system 1 and fi-
nally show the deviation of the decision (Dhar & Gorlin, 2013). Therefore, when 
the psychological resources are less, the individual will be more dependent on 
the decision directed by the system 1. 

Some research evidence suggests that system 1 is often associated with risk 
seeking. In the case of a standard probabilistic experiment, it is found that indi-
viduals who rely on system 1 (heuristic) are more likely to feel better and safer 
(for example, from a large number of red balls but a low probability (The num-
ber of red balls compared to the total of 7:100), rather than choose to increase 
the probability of winning (from the red ball less than the probability of larger 
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bowl, the total number of red balls compared to 1:10) (Denes-Raj & Epstein, 
1994). Two versions of the Columbia Card Task (CCT) paradigm involving 
complex risk decisions are designed to separate system 1 and system 2, that is, 
hot versions (Hot CCT) that induce emotional intuitive analysis and induce a 
thoughtful cold version Cold CCT), trying to show that different systems trigger 
different risk tendencies. Each time the risky cards turning of the hot version 
will receive immediate feedback and can be terminated at any time, the cold ver-
sion only makes one-off decisions on all options to get a total result feedback. It 
was found that teenagers showed more risk seeking and simple use of informa-
tion in the hot version (mainly system 1 related), but did not appear in the cold 
version (mainly system 2 related) (Figner, Mackinlay, Wilkening, & Weber, 2009). 

Thus, since the heat load will reduces the resources that can be used to per-
form cognitive tasks, the system 2, which requires a higher mental resource, may 
be suppressed by resource depletion, making the individual more dependent on 
the system 1, and thus difficult to rationally assess the risks and benefits that lead 
to individual risk seeking. 

4.2. Embodied Cognition 

Embodied theory suggests that abstract concepts (such as psychological warmth) 
are rooted in concrete experiences (such as the warmth of the body) (Lakoff & 
Johnson, 1999). Cognitive inputs are stored in the sensory system of the brain, 
capturing the information perceived by the body in the environment, and re-
peated experiences create a covariant between the real sensory information and 
abstract concepts. When the information is subsequently evoked, the process of 
thinking involves perceived simulations that evoke the physical and environ-
mental experience that has been established (Barsalou, 1999; Schubert, 2005). 
The “cold” and “hot” sensory experiences correspond to the “cold” and “hot” 
experiences of mental activity, which exist in the cognitive level. By manipulat-
ing sensory, perceptual or other mental states, the social information in the 
process of participation in the process of interpretation, memory and judgment 
can be consistent with the metaphor of the changes, which appeared metaphor 
consistent effect (see Landau et al., 2010). From this point of view, we can de-
duce that: “calm” decision-making may be associated with the body’s cold tem-
perature experience has a coherent link, the temperature environment in the de-
cision-making effect of the two-way, not only the physical state under the influ-
ence of ambient temperature may affect the risk Decision making, and on the 
contrary the individual cannot “keep cool” in judgment will feel physically hot. 

5. Generally Discussion 

This study indicates that physical high temperature will cause the individual to 
carry out the task of adventure that will be greedier and regardless of the risk, 
and make the individual biased in favor of choosing to obtain more secure low 
yield in low temperature environment. This suggests that ambient temperature, 
as a seemingly unobtrusive factor, affects individual judgment and decision- 
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making in unconsciousness, which is consistent with the extra risk of shopping 
in a warm environment (Cheema & Patrick, 2012). As mentioned above, there is 
little research to explore the effect of temperature on the decision-making of 
gains and losses, and this study fills this gap. This study uses the BART task of 
dynamic decision-making, which has high ecological validity and can simulate 
the decision-making behavior of real scene well. In addition, this study confirms 
the one-way causal relationship between temperature and decision-making, and 
provides a practical direction for further study of the underlying psychological 
mechanism. 

In conclusion, in a high temperature environment, the individual will make a 
risk-taking decision, and pursue the high risk and high yield; in low temperature 
environment, the individual will make a more conservative choice, and prefer 
the low risk and low yield. 
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